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Hey, This Really Bites
Pitches that hop
and stop are a
few simple setup
tweaks away

You watch with envy as the pros hit pitches that hop and stop, while your shots
scoot way past the pin, even when you make crisp contact. The problem is your
address position. The textbook setup—ball back in the stance, hands forward (photo,
above left)—results in a low, running pitch. For shot-stopping Tour spin, just tweak your
setup (above right), and the ball will hit the green and screech to a halt. Let the face
rotate open a bit in your backswing, keep your weight over your left foot, and power
your swing with your hands and arms. So knock it close—a little spin will help you win.

NO !
Shoulders tilted.

YES
Shoulders level.

YES
Hands in front

of zipper.

NO !
Hands in front
of the left hip.

NO !
Wide stance,
severe shaft lean.

NO !
Ball way back
in stance.

YES
Ball in

center
of stance.

YES
Narrow stance,

slight shaft lean.

STROKE SAVER

Mark Blackburn, Greystone G.C., Birmingham, Ala.
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 STEP 2 “Push” down
on the handle and
unhinge your elbows
until your arms snap
straight. Again, keep
your left wrist flat.

 STEP 3 Without
moving your arms
or the club, bend
over and sole the
club on the ground.

Striking this pose
places you in an ideal
impact position.
Great! But the real
lesson? The pushing-
out-and-down move
in step 2. Repeat the
feeling as you near
impact on real swings
and you’ll be longer
with every club.
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POSE A
STRIKE
Groove a perfect
impact position in
three easy steps
Research shows that your
shoulders, arms and wrists
contribute up to 80 percent of
your total swing power at impact.
They need help, however. The
secret to hitting crushing shots
is to transfer the energy from
your body to your arms without
dropping an ounce of speed.
Here’s how to get the right feel.

 STEP 1 Stand erect and
hinge the club over your
right shoulder as shown.
Keep your left wrist flat. 1 2 3 Jon Tattersall

Fusion ATL, Atlanta, Ga.


